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INTERTWINE   
Thursday,   April   15,   2021   8:30pm   //   Streamed   at   the   Rebel   Lounge,   Phoenix   AZ   

TICKETS   

Soprano    Anna   Elder ’s   voice   has   been   described   as   being,   “ethereal”   or   “a   voice   that   has   
blues,   reds   and   purples   in   it”   by   The   New   York   Times.   She   performs   her   ensembles   Kamratōn   
and   wolfTrap.   Recently,   Anna   presented   a   set   with   Chicago’s   Experimental   Sound   Studio.   She   
was   a   featured   artist   at   The   Tanglewood   Music   Center,   where   she   performed   for   Tanglewood’s   
Festival   of   Contemporary   Music.   Other   engagements   have   included   New   Music   Detroit   and   
appearing   as   a   guest   with   Quince   Ensemble.   She   appeared   on   Music   on   the   Edge’s    Beyond   
Microtonal   Music   Festival ,    The   Pittsburgh   Festival   of   New   Music,    and    Re:Sound .   
bleepbloopvoice.com   
  

Anna   Elder's   set   will   include   works   that   range   from   solo   acoustic   voice   to   voice   and   electronics   
and   expand   the   gauntlet   of   expressive   techniques   from   classical   singing   to   percussive   mouth   
sounds,   strident   belting,   growling,   and   throat   singing.   Throughout   the   30   minutes   of   music   Anna   
will   use   her   instrument   as   both   a   soloist   and   an   accompanist   to   create   an   ensemble   sound   with   
only   herself.     
  

O’ROURKE-   Andrew   Hamilton   

Recitation   no.   9-   Georges   Aperghis     

Prelude   to   the   Holy   Presence   of   Joan   d’Arc-   Julius   Eastman   

Succubus   -Brian   Riordan     

  

Cecilia   Suhr     is   an   intermedia   artist   and   researcher,   multi-instrumentalist   
(violin/cello/piano/voice),   painter,   improviser,   and   author,   working   at   the   intersection   between   art,   
music,   and   interactive   media.   Her   work   has   been   exhibited   and   performed   across   the   U.S.   and   
overseas   in   U.K.,   Australia,   Greece,   France,   Russia,   Portugal,   Italy,   Japan,   Korea,   Mongolia,   
etc.,   through   galleries,   biennials,   museums,   conferences,   and   festivals.   She   is   currently   an    
  

  

https://oh-my-ears.square.site/
https://www.bleepbloopvoice.com/


  
  

Associate   Professor   in   the   Department   of   Humanities   and   Creative   Arts   and   an   affiliate   
professor   of   art   at   Miami   University   Regionals,   OH.   She   is   a   recipient   of   the   MacArthur   
Foundation,   Digital   Media   and   Learning   Research   Award   (2012).    ceciliasuhr.com     
  

Demystifying   the   Narrative   is   an   experimental   voice   improvisation   performed   on   a   handmade   
e-textile   interactive   instrument.    Reflecting   on   the   turbulent   and   notable   year   of   2020,   this   work   
critically   explores   the   dominant   narratives   in   the   cultural   and   media   landscape   through   an   
abstract   expression   of   vocal   sounds   and   visual   representation   via   interactive   audio-visual  
installation.   Upon   touching   each   button   (made   with   steel   wool)   with   a   fingertip,   it   will   trigger   a   
pre-recorded   audio   sound   file.    Overall,   this   work   captures   the   sounds   of   repetition,   repudiation,   
contradiction,   and   omission   while   representing   chaos,   instability,   and   despair   as   well   as   a   
collective   and   individual   outcry.   
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